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COMPASSIONATE NEIGHBOURS
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ABOUT BMCN

The Compassionate 

Communities approach 

uses local volunteers, to 

support those living with 

a serious life-limiting 

illness, or approaching 

the end of life.
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Karen Alexander -
I will be taking you 

through today's 
training.

Mark Alderson - the Chair 
and Founder of BMCN is an 
experienced occupational 

therapist. 
He has worked in palliative 

care settings for many years
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INTRODUCTION

What it's all about: 
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OUR OBJECTIVES IN THIS 
VOLUNTEER TRAINING

To increase your confidence by clarifying roles, discussing 
challenges, reflecting on key communication skills 

To understand volunteer codes of conduct and their purpose 

To reflect on what keeps both you and the person you’re 
visiting safe

ie Communication, Boundaries, Health & Safety, Safeguarding, 
Dementia, Help & Support.
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KEY SKILLS FOR VOLUNTEERS

Being approachable and welcoming

Listening well 

Maintaining safe and appropriate boundaries

Liaising closely with the Co-ordinator after visits, in line 
with the BMCN policy
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COMMUNICATION

Karen Alexander
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WHAT IS ACTIVE LISTENING?

What do you think is important 
when listening to others?

How will an individual be able to 
tell you are listening?

Research Result.docx
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COMMUNICATION SKILLS AND RELATIONSHIPS

Establishing rapport and showing empathy are key to 
forming a trusting relationship.

So what about body language?
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TOP TIPS FOR EFFECTIVE 
LISTENING

Use non - verbal communication – ‘Uh Huh’, nodding

Be attentive yet relaxed

Be open minded

Allow for silences

Don’t interrupt

Question only to ensure understanding
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TOP TIPS CONTINUED

Pay attention to what is not being said – facial expressions, 
gestures, posture, tone of voice

Give affirmative feedback 

Remain impartial – don’t judge or take sides

Listening Skills Activity.docx
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CONVERSATIONS - TEMPTING BUT 
UNHELPFUL RESPONSES

Sharing our own experiences – why?

Offering advice – why?

Offering ‘off site help’ – What is it & why is it unhelpful?

‘Side taking’

Talking when we should be listening

Not noticing people’s cues
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CONFIDENTIALITY

Karen Alexander
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WHY IS IT IMPORTANT TO 
MAINTAIN CONFIDENTIALITY?

It can affect trust in the relationship

Information in the wrong hands may be improperly 
used

It can put people at risk of harm

It can affect continuation as a volunteer 

Check the BMCN Confidentiality Policy in the handbook
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EXCEPTIONS

If a patient or carer expresses intent to self harm

If an individual exhibits behaviour likely to cause harm 
to another individual/individuals

If you are concerned that the person is a victim of 
abuse

You are not breaking confidence if you discuss your 
concerns with the BMCN Co-Ordinator
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SMALL COMMUNITIES

We live in small close-knit communities. Are we able to 
maintain confidentiality and boundaries in this 
situation? 
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CONFIDENTIALITY

Reporting; How does this apply in practice?

Information should only get to somebody who is 
authorised to receive it, by someone who is authorised 
to disclose it

Our confidentiality policies are in the Handbook. It 
forms part of the Volunteer’s Agreement which you 
need to sign before being sent out as a volunteer..
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LONE WORKER 
KEEPING YOURSELF SAFE

It’s in the handbook…..

BMCN recommend a ‘Buddy’ system 

Make personal safety checks (eg charged mobile phones)

Make travel safety checks (eg sufficient petrol, first aid kit)

Wear an identifying badge

Carry out a ‘dynamic risk assessment’ on the doorstep
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SAFEGUARDING PART 1

Mary Lovell



DEMENTIA
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Understanding and supporting people with dementia

Judith Talbot
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Referrals
Speaker – Derek Hart
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SAFEGUARDING PART 2

Mary Lovell
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ROB ORMSBY



HEALTH AND SAFETY

• Health and Safety at Work Act 1974
• Provide information supervision 

training 
• Management of Health and Safety at 

Work Regulations 1999
• And many more acts of parliament all 

saying….
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HEALTH AND SAFETY

• Consult listen learn record risks
• Prioritise and  take action 
• Review outcomes regularly – standing 

agenda item
• Be open and pro active about risk
• Rob is the responsible person
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HEALTH AND SAFETY

• Driving to and from visits
• Self monitoring the impact of our activities 

on our lives
• Lone working
• Sustaining injury whilst on site
• Complacency
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BOUNDARIES

Karen Alexander
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WHY ARE BOUNDARIES NECESSARY?
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• To protect ourselves

• To protect others
•
• Act as a guide to acceptable 

behaviour



WHAT CAN AFFECT OUR 
BOUNDARIES?

Ethical issues

Religious issues

Cultural issues

Personal  experiences

Legal
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MAINTAINING SAFE BOUNDARIES

Under what circumstances are you more likely to cross 
a boundary?

What do you do if this happens or is in danger of 
happening?
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SCENARIO 1

You have just started visiting Mr M. This is your second visit. Last 
week went well but at the end of your visit Mr M asked if you 
could get him some milk as he had run out. The shop was about 
15mins drive away. You agreed to do this and brought him some 
milk. You asked if he would like you to bring him milk when you 
come each visit and he agrees. You have brought the milk.

At the end of this visit, just before you go, he asks if you could 
help by changing the bed as he is unable to do it on his own. Is 
this a boundary issue? What do you do?
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SCENARIO 2

You have been visiting Mrs G. You are getting on well with her 
and both of you enjoy the visits. Mrs G is a bit forgetful. One day, 
while visiting she asks if you could give her her pills as she thinks 
she has missed taking them. They are labelled and dated in a 
dosette/nomad box. Sure enough, she has missed a dose. What 
will you do?
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SCENARIO 3

Mr H gave you £10 to buy a bit of shopping. You happily agreed, 
took the money and returned with shopping, leaving the change 
on the kitchen worktop. At the next visit he accuses you of 
keeping the change. What do you do?
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SCENARIO 4

On a visit to Miss K, she discloses that she is planning to go to 
Switzerland to end her life while she still has the resources to do 
so. She tells you that some of her family do not agree with this 
and asks your opinion. What do you say?
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MAINTAINING OUR 
BOUNDARIES

Stick to agreed times for visits, keep within the limits.

As a general rule, your life story should be kept to yourself. 

Never give your home phone number

Don’t try to influence decisions, especially on medical issues

Keep to the rules regarding confidentiality

Stick to the guidelines set for reporting on your visit
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WHAT IF THERE ARE CHALLENGES?
YOU MIGHT WORRY ABOUT…...

……
Your resilience when supporting someone with a long 
term or terminal illness

How to handle your feelings of grief or those of the 
families concerned

What to do if there is an emergency

If the individual or family show some hostility or 
aggression 39
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REMEMBER….

• You are not expected to know all the answers 

• There is a wealth of information in the handbook

• There will be regular support meetings

• You can contact the BMCN Co-ordinator

• Bearing in mind confidentiality, you can talk through your 
feelings with a partner/close friend (Buddy System)

• Your visits will mostly be an enjoyable part of your 
experiences



HOW WILL I REMEMBER ALL 
THIS?

• Check in the Volunteer handbook or 
phone the Co-ordinator Mark Alderson

• Refresh your memory at one of our 
support meetings
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MARK ALDERSON
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BMCN



FINALLY…
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• We hope you enjoyed the day.

• Please fill in our BMCN Volunteer 
Agreement Form

• And our Training Feedback Form 
(so that we can improve on what we do – Thanks!)


